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Abstract
In this work, a robot A is moving in a dynamically changing space W. with imprevisible static obstacles and
moving objects. We propose for that and in order to control the robot's movement, a reflecting loop based on an
analysis of the robot's space. This technique leads to a better estimation of the collision risk and offers a way to

effectively avoid obstacles.

1. Introduction ,

In the global reaction approach, the robot's
movement is directly induced from its local
perception. It is continously changing by the
evolution of the local plane. A heuristic analysis is
implemented in the decision on to react to the
robot's environment. A sensor information is
included in this analysis.
In this approach, the robot is represented as a point
in a set of spaces and it is considered as a moving
particle under a field of artificial forces induced from
the obstacles. These forces act as a repulsive
potential when they originate from the obstacles and
as an attractive potential when they are from the
target to reach. The resulting force field is defined as
the sum of all potentials.

Vq E Cr, U(q) = Uatt(q) t Urep(q) (1)

Therfore the force exerced upon the robot is

Vq E Cr , F(q) = -V Uan(q) - VU,,(q) (2)

p(q) is the distance between the obstacle and the
space set and ro the effect distance of the obstacle.

2. Robot and environment settings

A mobile robot A i modelised by a rectangle in the
W plane. A coordinate system RA is tied to it.
A reflex action consists of generating a motion in the

settings space Cr, fig. 1.

x

Fig. 1. Robot and environment settings

The movement is then iteratively computed from this
force.
The attraction potential : The commonly used
function is of the parabolic type :

Uau(q)=%zcll q-gru ,1I2 ( >O) (3)

The derived force is then

Fan= -^ (q-gra,) (4)

The repulsive potential : This potental is derived
from the idea of considering a barrier around the
obstacles. The robot motion is then not affected
beyond a certain distance.
These constraints are in respect of function in the
type of :

U,V _ '/2 (1 /r(q) - 1 /ro) si p(q) 5 ro
ou

si p(q) = ro (5)

The setting vector X in the system space is

X = [x.y,O,gd,gj , where q, is the articulation
variable of the right wheel and qg that of the left
wheel.
We suppose the propulsion wheels suffer no friction
and the relative speed betwen two points wheel-
ground is zero.
The mobile robot equations are

x CosO + y SinO - r/2 (qd - qR) = 0
xSinO-yCos0=0
0-r/2R(gd-q8)=0 (6)

r is the wheel radius and R is the distance between
the wheel and point M.
When the robot moves, OA describes a curve y
tangent to the mobile axis. Every obstacle be it static
or mobile B; in W occupies a space noted B; (q).
The reflex action in the control of the robot is based
on the response to an extrenal excitation which is
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considered as an intrusion of an obstacle in the local
space A. The motion in unknown environment needs

a perception system to overcome the event of
imprevisible obstacle and its presence.

The detection region Zd is then Zd = Ed U Ed.
Where Ed is the right half space , ER is the left half
space, C,1 and C,2 are the vision fields on Eg and C,.1
and C,.2 are the vision fields on Ed.
Ultrsonic transducers are used to give the distance
information needed in a fast and simple processing.
Three faces of the robot are taken into account ; the
left, right and front faces . 4 transducers are needed
for each half space and therefore a total of 8 to cover
the detection region Zd . Every transducer is
associated with a distance variable dii between the j"'
transducer and the first accountered obstacle. At
every sample time we have a vector data
caracterising the environent as
{d, I,d12,d21id22, d31,d32,d.11,d42}derived from the
transducers.

3. Estimating the transducers data :
Let Di be the excursion universe of the variable dij in
the i field. The number of lexical variables belonging
to Di determine the total number of settings which is
given N=[ card (Di )J2 (N=16 in this example). We
can then define the N rules to offer the settings of
the obstacles in the vision area.We have chosen
belonging functions of the type, fig. 2 :

L(d,dO,dl), A(d,dO,dl,d2), A( d,dl,d2 , 1), r(d,d2,1)

0 dO dl d2 I dy
fig-2-partitioning the universe distance

The lexical variables asociated with this repartition
so defined, are as , follows : (TC : Too Short, C
Short, L : Long, TL : Too Long). These caracterise
the distance di between the transducer and the first
echo.

The TC variable form defines a security region
around the robot. When becomes less than d0, it is
considered as TC. So we get a fuzzy variable dfined
as :

Nd = (4rc(d),0,0,0) ' ' µd = (1,0,0,0)

This enable us to control the action to perform. The
construction of the fuzzy under set TC in [O,dO]
defines a secure region around the robot.
The more the robot speed increases and the more the
vision area should large and vice versa. In order to
do this, we have to modify in line the variable di for

every transducer with respect to speed. The

belonging functions are affected by a coefficient 6i

given by :

6i = d,;,, + ki VA

For every vision field C,;, we have a ki parameter.
The functions are then

µrc(d) = L(d,d0,csi,dl.(Ti)
Lie(d) = A(d,dO,a;,d2.6 i)

ltL(d) = A(d,dl. 6i,d2. 6i, 6i)

RTL(d) = r(d,d2. 6i, (T,)

In this process, we can vary the secure distance
as :
Sit; = dO (d,,,i, + ki VA) (7)

8di

Sdi varies in the same way as the system inertia
giving us a mean to anticipate the motion to avoid
obstacles for relatively large speeds.

4. Constraint index control :

For each obstacle is asociated a constraint index.
This allows us to measure the risk of collision for the
robot and gives us a qualitative space and cinematic
constraint for a setting A(q). The rule basis for an
index controller results in a ualitative information on
the posibilities of the robot motion in A.
The rule is expressed as :
if <distance obtained from transducer 1> is A, and
if <distance obtained from transducer 2> is A,,,
then <constraint index> is BI,,,. We note this rule,

R1m

with A, and AR, E D and B1,,, a lexical variable
caracterising the constraint index to R4. (1,m e
[1,41).
Every index I" is the consequent in the rule Ri,,,
This gives the following rule table :

constraint diz
index TC C L TL

TC I„ lie 113 11
di1 C 1 21 122 I23 1 24

L I31 132 133 134

TL I41 1 42 143 144

frg.3 constraint index rule table

This constraint indices universe is composed of
fuzzy singletons whose variables are ( 0,1 ,2,3). A
constrained setting is given an index I of 0 whereas a
free setting is given a value 3. li is given by :

alm'lm

I J f^i 'n a:m

(8)
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with aim = µ(d,i). µ(d.,)

the fuzzy universe of the variable I,ig (constraint
index for the right space Ed and left space Ed ) is
identical to the variable Ii. That is a set of four fuzzy
singletons (0,1,2,3}. The rules taken into account

are :

Ram : if I1,4 is Aa and 12,3 is k, then Id ,g is Clm

This gives us the following table :

Idg 12 3

F M G TG

F 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 2
[EE

1 1 3 3

1 2 3

fig.4. Constraint index rules table in Eg and Ed

5. Orientation controller :

The orientation control module is composed of a
fuzzy controller whose inputs arc the constraint
indices Ig and Id, , fig. 6 . This unit gives as a

function of the constraint ratio between the left and
right spaces, the direction which minimizes the large
constraint. For example if Id is greater than 1g then
the Ed is less constraining and therefore the

orientation is that of the right space. The universe
support of the variable 1g,d is [0,3]. We take the
triangular form for the belonging functions and
everywhere equal to the input variable of the index

controller . The orientation parameter is noted aF in
the robot coordinate system RA. This variable set is a
set of seven singletons whose supports are the points
(-it/4,-n/6, -n12, 0,it/2, n/4, n/6). The relative
direction takes the real values in the interval [-
n/4,7t/4]. A choice on the seven singletons gives a
sharper control in the orientation.

aE Id

0 1 2 3

0 0 7c/12 7t/6 7t/4

Ig 1 7t/12 0 7t/2 70
2 -7t/6 -7t/2 0 n/ l 2

3 -7t/4 -7tI6 -tt/2 0

frg.5. Orientation rules table

5. Linear speed controller :

The necessary space for the robot to manocuver
becomes more important when its speed is higher.
The nominal speed of the robot A is Vnom and the

instantaneous speed can be given by VA = )1E . Vm,,,

7,.E is a weighing coefficient and it is a function of
the local perturbation . It is qualitatively defined by

the doublet (Id, Ig) with X E [0,11 - ^-E = 0

corresponds to a very onstrained free space (Id =0,
19=0) and leads to stop the robot, kE = 1 corresponds

to a free space (Id =3, I.=3 ) and therefore to maximal

speed.

Adaptation des unirtrs

de distance

a,=d.,;.+k'V,a ieli.e1

du,dtt dtr.dty

-"^ontidJeu rt'd'rndicet `^
• - l1,1

1 ('Fiontal grlaftral 1:1

Conrn!ear
d7ndke

Gauche

d,ndhr dual"

Contrdlevs d'lndicts

^
1 11
\ iFrpntalelUltr t

Fig.6. Constraint indices (Ig, id) computing in the
half rightand left spaces.

6. Simulation results :

We give simulation examples of the evolution of the
robot in a fixed environment with different initial
settings. The environment area is 15mx15m. There

is no target for the robot to each. Its only task is to
avoid collision in its work space.
The belonging functions of the universes D„

iE[1,2,3,4], are :

µTC(d) = L(d,0. la;, 0.40)
Nc (d) = A(d,O. lai,0.4ai ,0.7a1)

(d) = A(d,0.4a;,0.7a; ,ai)
µTL (d) = f (d,0.7(Ti ai)

,LA

with (Ti = dm;n + k; )E-V117. We have chosen

a1=a4=1.0 + 2.04.Vmm. and a2=a3=1.O + 2.0

XF.- Vnom
We found in the four ewamples, fig. 7, that there
was no collision which proves the efficiency of the
propose approach. However there was no global
planning for the robot , the local perception was
limited and the way taken by the robot was no
otpimum. Morover in the fourth example the robot
hit a dead end ; this setting corresponds to a
symmetric qualitative model.
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(a) : 9,,i : x=14, y=13. 9=nr.
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fig. 7. Robot motion examples in a constraint enviroment
►rith no target.
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